Micro Focus NZ April Promotion!
Records & Content Manager Licenses
(Highly discounted!!! Best price for the rest of 2018)

Special offer for Records Manager & Content Manager licenses
This includes a FREE license migration if you haven’t yet upgraded from TRIM 7

Special discounts available on 10, 20 and 50 seats (more on request)

Contact: Shan Chockalingam
Micro Focus Records & Content Manager promotion
(Pricing valid until 20th April 2018)

c
Buy price below (excl. GST)

Product Description - Licenses

License Cost

Maintenance Cost

10 Knowledge Worker seats

$4,250

$850

20 Knowledge Worker seats

$6,900

$1,400

50 Knowledge Worker seats

$11,900

$2,400

The more seats you purchase the greater the discounts.
All other requests will be considered and discounted accordingly

Product Description – Training

Cost

Record Administrator 2 Day Class Room Training

$1,500

Tentative date April 23-24 at InfocentriK’ s new office class room facilities for Record
Administrators and IM Managers. Delivery by Peter Haar. Only 2 seats available.

Product Description – Additional Modules

Module Cost

Maintenance Cost

$10,900

$2,300

Rendering
The Rendering module enables you to render documents in other
formats (PDF, TIFF, etc.) and subsequently add the rendition to the
record in a fully automated process. The VERS Rendering module is a
special version of the Rendering Engine that allows the system to render
documents to VEO objects, a unique long term archival storage format
defined by the Victorian Electronic Records Standard (VERS). The
Rendering module is utilised by customers for long term preservation of

records, as well as to render documents to supported formats before
performing OCR on them.

$45,900

$9,900

$36,900

$7,900

$19,900

$4,400

OCR Image Processing with Rendering
The OCR Image Processing module offers the ability to index TIF, JPG, PDF
and other image formats to create a text rendition that contains the text
of the image file using Optical Character Recognition (OCR). This means
that all content that is stored in Content Manager becomes searchable,
regardless of the format that it is captured in. The OCR module works in
conjunction with the Rendering Module, by first extracting the text from
the image and then using the Rendering Module to create a searchable
rendition of the text. Content Manager can then index that text as
normal as it becomes content searchable.
Please note: Rendering module is required for OCR image processing

Auto Classification
The Auto-Classification module files suitable records under Classifications
automatically. It uses the IDOL Category Function, in conjunction with
records already filed in the classification system, to determine where to
file content based on the key concepts included in each document. It is
an aspect of Content Manager’s in-built analytics designed to learn the
production classification system and based on the content of documents
in each classification, the module automatically classifies similar
documents together. The feature is configurable so Administrators can
select which classifications can be used as reference and which
classifications need to be re-analysed.

ControlPoint
5 TB
ControlPoint is an intricate component of Micro Focus’s Information
Management offering, designed to bring unmanaged content under
control and address the needs for data access, consolidation, privacy,
analytics, discovery, risk and value. It works both independent of
Content Manager, and as a tightly integrated module of Content
Manager.
The evolution of Content Manager from TRIM is a significant aspect of
the solution’s roadmap. TRIM may have started with Records Keeping
(therefore compliance and governance) as the primary area of concern
for IM professionals, but over the last 20+ years it has evolved along the

lines of not only market trends and customer needs for innovation, but as
a strategic component for management of all types of content, and
providing itself as a base for a comprehensive platform, managing data
from unstructured repositories as well as databases. ControlPoint is a
necessary component of that data management platform for all
unstructured repositories, providing visibility into legacy data, facilitating
transparent management, in-place management, discovery of personal
and potential data privacy content, discovery of intellectual property, a
360 degree view of both the content and the metadata around data, the
ability to auto categorise or classify content, build relationships of similar
content across multiple repositories to enhance data value, and become
a strategic system for risk, privacy and data management
policies. ControlPoint not only indexes and analyses and classifies data, it
also comes with an in-built policy execution engine to archive, move,
capture and delete data based on the business requirements.
Please note: 10 TB & 15 TB are also available in this promotion. Please
enquire.

Please feel free to register for a product demo session for us to organise one for you!!!

